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Abstract—This paper introduces a systematic development of design flows for embedded systems. The idea of an executable design flow provides a basis for the design automation starting at system level. The aim is to develop, manage and optimize design flows more efficiently. A seamless integration of design space exploration into a design flow is presented coping with the conflicting design goals of embedded systems at electronic system level. It is further shown that an abstract design flow model simplifies a derivation of domain-specific design flows. A novel programming language is introduced allowing for the development of design flows in a visual and textual manner. A case study of the heterogeneous multicluster architecture demonstrates a usage of the design approach and automation. A systematic dimensioning of the multicluster architecture, in terms of the necessary computation resources, is presented in detail. The case study addresses various design problems of future embedded systems at electronic system level. Finally, this paper presents design flow development and design space exploration for embedded systems being systematically, fully integrated, and automated in order to improve a system level design.
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I INTRODUCTION

It is commonly accepted by all major semiconductor roadmaps that only by raising the design process to higher levels of abstraction will designers be able to cope with the existing design challenges. This leads to an electronic system level (ESL) design flow. The term system level refers to a use of abstract system functions in order to improve comprehension about a system. Design space exploration (DSE) needs to be integrated in order to trade-off between the conflicting goals of ESL design, such as performance, power consumption, and area [1]. ESL design aims at a seamless transformation of a system specification into a hardware (HW)/software (SW) implementation [2]. Hence, electronic design automation (EDA) requires a system specification, which is executable in a computer simulation. An executable specification is a simulation model of the intended system functions, also called a virtual prototype [3][4].

Today's ESL design flows, from now on shortened to flows, are typically based on a specify-explore-refine (SER) methodology [5]. Such flows include a sequence of design steps, from now on shortened to steps, successively refining a system model. Each step solves a design problem, such as application mapping. Moreover, a specification model defines the starting point representing the targeted application characteristics and requirements. “Specification model is used by application designers to prove that their algorithms work on a given system platform” [2]. Then, each exploration step creates a design decision continuously increasing the accuracy of the system model. Afterwards, the refined model is passed to the next exploration step. Recently developed EDA environments for ESL design, as proposed in the MULTICUBE project [6] and NASA framework [7], turn away from ad-hoc software infrastructure. The generic EDA systems provide modularization and well-defined interfaces. Despite these advancements, the problem of a large number of possible flow sequences has not been addressed yet.

Since future embedded systems will have an increasing design complexity, the number of steps in a flow is further rising. For example, an optimization of the resource management will require additional steps [8]. Furthermore, the huge design space will draw more attention to an ESL design at an early design stage in order to avoid time-consuming low-level simulations. A systematic methodology to develop, manage and optimize flows promises for a significantly improved design process. In this paper, the approach is denoted as the
design of design flow (DODF). Similar methodologies have been developed in other scientific fields, such as physics [9], mechanical engineering [10], and software engineering [11]. Nevertheless, their degree of automation is limited and the main contribution of this paper is to address this drawback. The aim is to provide an EDA environment increasing the user’s productivity.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The related work and design approach are presented in the Sections II and III. In Section IV, the authors introduce the principle of an executable flow. The section also focuses on an explanation of the DODF approach. Then, the introduced concepts are exemplified via a functional exploration of a finite impulse response (FIR) filter. In Section V, the modeling of flows is explained. The idea of abstracting the flows and a corresponding derivation of a domain-specific flow are further introduced. In addition, DSE techniques, applicable to a step and flow, are covered. In Section VI, a visual and textual design flow language (DFL) are presented allowing to develop, manage, and optimize a flow. An according tool flow is introduced afterwards. Finally, Section VII applies the previously developed models and automation tools for an ESL design of the heterogeneous multicluster architecture [12]. The several flows are arranged in a sequence of flows. The flow for the multicluster dimensioning problem will be described in detail.

II RELATED WORK

The related work reviews representative design and specification languages. Moreover, state-of-the-art DSE environments are covered. Then, related studies on meta-modeling are presented. Finally, the use of scripting languages is discussed in the context of EDA.

Specification Languages and DSE Environments

There is a variety of graphical and textual specification languages and frameworks. They can be used to realize ESL design by following a given design methodology. Nevertheless, this is done in a less formal and less generic manner compared to our systematic development of flows. Hence, the reuse and interoperability across tools, designers, and domains are limited. An example is the specification and description language (SDL) [13] allowing for formal and graphical system specification and their implementation. In [14], HW/SW co-design of embedded systems is presented using SDL-based application descriptions and HW-emulating virtual prototypes. Moreover, SystemC [15] and SpecC [16] are system-level design languages (SLDL), which model executable specifications of HW/SW systems at multiple levels of abstraction. These simulation models support SW development. For example, SystemCoDesigner [17] enables an automatic DSE and rapid prototyping of behavioral SystemC models. In [18], a comprehensive design framework for heterogeneous MPSoC is presented. Based on the SpecC language and methodology, it supports an automatic model generation, estimation, and verification enabling rapid DSE. Using an abstract specification of the desired system as starting point, pin-and cycle-accurate system models are automatically created through an iterative refinement at various levels of abstraction. Another example is the specification in a synchronous language, e.g., via Matlab/Simulink. Opposed to that, Ptolemy [19] supports various models of computation to realize executable specifications including synchronous concurrency models. For both examples, DSE has to be realized through a dedicated implementation.

As mentioned in Section I, the MultiCube project [6] and the NASA framework [7] provide a generic infrastructure for ESL design including DSE. Nevertheless, the works do not provide a systematic development of flows and an according design flow language. Hence, they are limited to proprietary flows.

Meta-modeling

Our paper differs to existing work since it is the first using meta-modeling for developing a design flow for embedded systems. Meta-modeling has also been studied to transform from the unified markup language (UML) to SystemC at the meta-model level [20]. This guarantees reuse of models and unifies a definition of the transformation rules. In [21], meta-modeling enables heterogeneous models of computations during modeling. In [22], meta-modeling is used to improve the model semantics and to enable type-checking and inference-based facilities.

Electronic Design Automation

Principally, a general-purpose programming language, such as C/C++, Java, C#, etc., can define a flow via data and control structures. There are different implementation options for a flow description avoiding a unique representation of a flow. Moreover, compilation times prevent from a seamless programming. Hence, a scripting language, tailored to that task, would be rather suited. For example, the major EDA tool vendors Synopsys [23], Cadence [24], and Mentor Graphics [25] provide a scripting language interface for design automation. Therein, the EDA functions are accessible via the language commands in order to build custom flows. The first example is the tool command language (Tcl) [26]. The scripting language has been integrated in the EDA...
tools of Synopsys and Mentor Graphics. Tcl is available as open source project without licensing. Another design automation language represents SKILL [27]. SKILL, also a scripting language, has been derived from Lisp, and is integrated in the EDA tools of Cadence. In addition, Perl, Ruby, and Python are used as EDA scripting languages, as presented in [28]. A major drawback of the languages is, they leave it to the designer how to develop, manage and optimize a flow. Hence, the realization of a systematic structure, parallelization, and debugging of flows can differ for each language and designer. This makes the understanding, maintenance and reuse of the flow descriptions a challenging task. This paper addressing the issue by supporting a systematic development of flows via DFL. Furthermore, DSE is directly considered in the language design and implementation, which is not the case for the existing EDA scripting languages.

III DESIGN APPROACH

This section provides an overview of the design approach. It includes two conceptual levels and one instance level related to the terms method, methodology, and model. This is illustrated in the Figure 1. The basic idea is that models and methods are used by a methodology. The classification and relationships will be explained in the following. A composition refers to an element, which is part of another element. Instantiation means that an element is derived from another element. Moreover, the term meta is used in order to describe an abstraction of a subject. An example is the meta-data, which means data about data.

The meta-methodology defines a methodology realizing another methodology. In Section B, a meta-methodology for the development of flows, also considered as DODF, is introduced. Hence, a flow represents a methodology, composed of steps, in order to build the intended design. A view allows for a partitioning of a flow resulting in a subset of the steps. Furthermore, a step solves a design problem via a method or simulation model. The step consumes inputs and produces outputs. An input can be an executable file, configuration, parameter, or constraint. A method or simulation model are compiled into an executable file or callble library. Moreover, an output will be a configuration, which is produced when the step has been finished. Each output needs to be validated via a subsequent step including a simulation model or evaluation method. In addition, a control loop between both steps will allow for several design iterations until an output conforms to the pre-defined constraints.

The meta-modeling describes the modeling of the modeling languages. This includes an abstract syntax and the semantics. For example, a meta-model enables heterogeneous models of computations in the ESL design, as presented in [29]. In this paper, a meta-model of a flow is introduced in Section A. The intension is to avoid a discussion about the best definition of the term model. The considered example is a suitable definition, found in Wikipedia [30]: “A model is a pattern, plan, representation (especially in miniature), or description designed to show the main object or workings of an object, system, or concept.”. A flow model is derived from the meta-model. It defines a set of steps and views in order to build a flow. The \( \lambda \)-chart [8], described in Section C, represents a flow model following the meta-model. Meta-models can also be defined for the application and architecture models further being implemented in a simulation model and executable specification, respectively. The application model represents the functions and the data exchange between the functions of a target application. Moreover, an architecture model describes the structure and functions of the intended system, such as the computation architecture, interconnect topology, management infrastructure, communication protocols, etc. Referring to Figure 1, an application and architecture model for future embedded systems are introduced in the Section VII.

A meta-method is a method to analyze another method. For example, meta-optimization is an optimization method to tune another optimization method. In [31], a genetic programming technique has been used for the meta-optimization in order to fine-tune compiler heuristics. In Section VII, the author applies meta-optimization via an exhaustive search in the Parameter Tuning flow in order to find suitable input parameters of a genetic algorithm (GA). Referring to Figure 1, the method denotes a technique for solving an ESL design problem. Optimization and estimation methods are used in the case study presented in Section VII.

IV ESL DESIGN FLOW

Early EDA flows were dominated by capturing and simulating incomplete specifications. Later, the logic level and register-transfer level (RTL) synthesis allowed to describe a design only from its behavior and structural representations. However, a system gap between SW and HW design exists since SW designers still provide HW designers with incomplete specifications. An executable specification, such as implemented via C++, SystemC [15], LabVIEW [32], Simulink [33], Estherel [34], Lustre [35], and Rhapsody [36], closed the
system gap by describing the system functionality [37]. An ESL flow copes with the design complexity of current multi-processor system-on-chips (MPSoCs). It is expected that the complexity of future many-core SoCs with thousands of cores will further increase the design space [38]. An increasing number of components and their interactions increases the complexity of implementing a many-core SoC flow. The result is a larger number of steps and the inputs/outputs consumed and produced by the steps. In addition, the control structure of a flow will become more complicated. For example, a step can be dependent on multiple steps. Moreover, the variation of multiple parameters/constraints may require nested looping and feedback loops. This section addresses the complexity problem by introducing an executable flow and the DODF approach. The result is a unified methodology to develop, manage, and optimize flows.

A. Executable Design Flow

In [1], the authors presented the concept of an integration of DSE into a system-level specification. From that, the idea of an executable flow [39] has been derived. An executable flow denotes a program solving certain design problems and being automatically interpretable by a machine. In an executable flow, methods and simulation models, assigned to steps, are called in the same way instructions of a computer program are called by an interpreter. Predefined methods and models for the steps, e.g., accessible via C++ libraries, would further improve the quality, time and costs of a design. In an executable flow, inputs and outputs are consumed and produced by the steps. The input parameters and constraints control an execution of the steps in a flow. Moreover, an output could comprise a configuration of a refined system model. Since several input values are most likely possible, it results in a huge input or design space of an executable flow. An optimization of the input combinations of each step aims at an adequate step result. Nevertheless, an optimum, comprising all step inputs, is most likely impossible due to the huge design space. This implies several local optima and according design tradeoffs. Moreover, a read access to inputs of a flow will allow for a detection of interfering, inadequate or missing inputs. A further goal is to execute as much as possible steps in parallel. This can be realized for the inputs of a step or by executing independent steps of a flow in parallel. A simple executable flow is illustrated in Figure 2. The flow includes two steps realizing the methods of Dimensioning and Mapping. First, the dimensioning, implemented, e.g., via an estimation method, extracts an HW architecture from the input configurations of the HW unit options and application. Then, simulation results can be obtained from the mapping of the application onto the HW architecture, as done in the mapping step. Referring to Figure 2, an executable specification implements the system functions necessary to evaluate the system performance.

B. Design of Design Flow

The structure of an executable flow and a methodology for developing flows are incorporated into the DODF approach [39]. The concepts and realizations of DODF are summarized in a hierarchical manner, as seen in Figure 3. The figure shows several members assigned to different hierarchical levels. By moving from the outer part to the inner part of the figure, the concepts are transformed into concrete realizations. The Section C includes an example of a digital filter design illustrating an executable flow and the DODF approach.
First of all, the meta-methodology defines a methodology to create flows. Referring to Section III, the prefix “meta” is used since a methodology is considered as flow. The meta-methodology includes different stages in order to correctly determine and arrange the members defined in the DODF hierarchy. For example, once the steps, their inputs, and their outputs are detected, the steps need to be combined to a flow in order to realize the design goal. In the DODF hierarchy, seen in Figure 3, the flow model is a domain-specific composition of steps and views. The λ-chart [8] is an example of a flow model. As already mentioned before, a model for the modeling of other models is called meta-model. From a meta-model, flow models are created for a specific domain. Then, flows can be derived from the domain-specific flow model. Conceptually, flows are hierarchically composed in order to improve a division of work by assigning a sub-flow or step to specialists in a team. Hence, a flow can be a graph or subgraph with vertexes representing steps. The steps may further represent sub-flows, as indicated in Figure 4. Moreover, each step can belong to a view. Hence, a flow can also include several views, as illustrated in Figure 4. A view represents a level of abstraction in terms of a filter of selected steps. In contrast to a hierarchical division of flows into sub-flows, a view intends extracting a subset of steps assigned to the view. This allows to focus on selective steps and sub-flows. For example, Kogel et al. [40] define the four views: functional view, architects view, programmers view, and verification view. By defining views, a design can be explored from different viewpoints, such as computation topology, interconnect topology, etc. Then, the functionality can be separately analyzed to be explored together in a subsequent design stage. An example is a step assigning the scheduling of computation tasks and load/store tasks to separate views. After the scheduling is explored separately, the results are combined in order to apply the best scheduling technique for all task types.

As mentioned before, a flow is a combination of steps refining a specification model into a targeted system model. Each step uses inputs to apply a method or simulation model, which are compiled into an executable file. An input parameter relates to a description of the structure, behavior, and physical realization of a component or system. Parameters, configuring a design method, are also covered. Furthermore, an input constraint is a restriction of a component or system, such as latency, power consumption, or chip area. Then, the output of a step serves as input for the subsequent step.

As explained before, a flow is derived from a flow model using the meta-methodology and procedure, respectively, illustrated in Figure 5. The idea is to systematically determine, assign, and order sub-flows and the further members of the presented DODF hierarchy, seen in Figure 3. Moreover, an executable flow is built through an algorithmic ordering of the sub-flows and steps. That means, dependencies, loops, branches, etc., realize an execution order of sub-flows and steps in an algorithmic manner. Hence, the ordering of steps realizes a system-level design algorithm based on flow control structures and patterns, respectively, presented in Section B. The meta-methodology glues the members of the DODF hierarchy together in order to systematically follow the DODF approach. Referring to Figure 5, the design goals are first determined and sub-flows are extracted. For example, the design of system components, such as processors, memory, controller, etc., and the design in different levels of abstraction, such as ESL and transaction-level (TL), can be modeled into sub-flows. Then, an algorithmic ordering of the sub-flows needs to be formulated representing the structure of an executable flow. The next stage is to determine the design problems in order to assign each step the corresponding method or simulation model. A method is determined for a step in order to solve a design problem. The simulation mod-
els are required for measuring the system performance. Afterwards, each step is assigned a view enabling a horizontal partitioning of the flow. In addition, the inputs and outputs are determined for each step. The next stage finalizes the design of an executable flow by bringing the steps into an algorithmic order. In the end, the flow is executed based on the algorithmic order and variation of the inputs. From the interpretation of the results, the design goals and sub-flows are revised in order to improve the structure and configuration of the flow.

C. A First Example - An FIR Filter

In the following, the flow development is illustrated considering a simple flow. An FIR filter, an ubiquitous digital signal processing algorithm, has been chosen and implemented in a simulation model and executable specification, respectively. Referring to the meta-methodology in Figure 5, the goal and flow are first determined. The goal is to minimize area and power consumption of the memory in an HW implementation of the FIR filter. This is realized via exploring a minimal word length for the bit representation of the FIR filter coefficients. The simple flow is composed of two steps FIR filter simulation and Validation, as seen in Figure 6. The flow realizes an algorithmic exploration of the FIR filter focusing on the functional view defined in [40]. Hence, the aim is to find the best configuration of the input parameters holding an error constraint. The filter coefficients are provided as real numbers. The word length of each coefficient radix can be varied separately. The step FIR filter simulation requires an executable specification, the input stimuli and filter coefficients as inputs. Referring to Figure 6, the step calls an executable specification simulating the FIR function. The simulation performance is evaluated by comparing the output values with a given Matlab reference and calculating a (mean) absolute error, as seen in Figure 7. The output of the step is a mean absolute error representing a degradation compared to the ideal Matlab reference. Referring to Figure 6, the step is executed until the word length \( w \) reaches \( w = 31 \). Then, the Validation step finds the best configuration that does not infringe the maximum absolute error constraint. Figure 7 shows the executable specification in terms of a functional simulation of an FIR filter implemented via SystemC [15]. The stimuli represents the input values of the FIR filter. The executable specification is configured with the inputs mentioned before. After the error calculation, a display function returns an absolute error representing the output of the Ffir filter simulation step.

The following test results are automatically generated by executing the flow. A 16 taps FIR filter with a low-pass characteristic and a cutoff-frequency \( f_c = 4\text{kHz} \) was configured. In the simulation setup, 1000 uniformly distributed random values are used as input stimuli ranging from 1 to 100. Moreover, the radix of the FIR filter coefficients are jointly varied from 1 to 31 bits.
The results are shown in Figure 8. The curve saturates at around 28 bits radix word length with a mean error of $2.6 \cdot 10^{-7}$. In the flow, the maximum absolute error has been set to $10^{-8}$. Nevertheless, the parameter variation in the flow needs to have its granularity refined since different coefficients might have different optimal word lengths. A further analysis is presented in the next subsection. The flow is limited to a functional analysis of the FIR filter. Hence, the results should be passed to a flow using executable specifications at a lower level of abstraction, such as TL and RTL.

D. Integrating Design Space Exploration

As mentioned before, an executable flow includes control structures allowing to vary the inputs. Hence, the systematic input variation realizes a design space exploration (DSE). On the one hand, the inputs of a step can be explored limiting the DSE to a step. This refers to a step-oriented search. On the other hand, the aim is to find a suitable combination of all inputs for the steps of a flow. This relates to a flow-oriented search. Step-oriented and flow-oriented search are illustrated in Figure 9. The step-oriented search is limited to the inputs of a step, i.e., the parameters p1-2 or p3-4. Instead, the flow-oriented search aims at exploring all input combinations of a flow, here in the parameters p1-4. The step-oriented search has been focused in this paper. So far, an exhaustive search (ES) and heuristic technique (GA) are developed both applicable to the step-oriented and flow-oriented search. The authors refer to [41] for a comprehensive overview of state-of-the-art search techniques. In general, the DSE methods can be divided into the problem space or the solution/objective space. In the problem space, the parameters, defined in a specification, are considered. An example is a design of a register bank, for which a discrete set of word lengths (columns) and number of words (rows) are available. Now, all possible parameter combinations of columns and rows can be searched within the problem space. In this scenario, the solution space is driven by constraints, such as latency, power, and area. An according DSE strategy can be realized in an unguided or guided manner. ES is a representative of an unguided type allowing for an unbiased view on the design space. Heuristic search, such as hill climbing and GA, is a path-oriented method. It incorporates knowledge in order to guide the search along a path. The advantage is that the intermediate search results may be reused.

As mentioned before, parameters and constraints are similarly represented in a step and flow. Depending on the number of inputs and their range of values, a design space may be divided into sub spaces. The realization of the ES is rather trivial, for example the inputs can be iteratively incremented or taken from a predefined list. In this paper, a GA is presented implementing a heuristic search in the design space. The GA needs to be configured in terms of a minimization or maximization problem. An one-chromosome individual is used to describe the DSE problem. The chromosome includes an one-dimensional array of genes. Each gene denotes an input and the gene value defines an according value.

For example, a chromosome $g = (3, 2, 5)$ includes three inputs. The corresponding gene values are in the integer range. Hence, a set or range of values has to be defined for each input. Given a randomly initialized population, the GA generates its offspring via variation. Each chromosome is evaluated by calculating a fitness value. The calculation is done externally in a step and the fitness value is gathered by the GA. In addition, the GA prevents from recalculating already evaluated solutions. Furthermore, variation through an one-point mutation and order crossover enables an iterative improvement of the offspring. In an executable flow, the implementation of a step-oriented and flow-oriented search is realized by an expansion of the executed nodes, namely steps and flows. Figure 10 shows an iterative execution of many steps/flows parallelized via a selection node and

![Figure 8. Experimental results of the FIR filter exploration.](http://www.iariajournals.org/systems_and_measurements/2013, © Copyright by authors, Published under agreement with IARIA - www.iaria.org)
synchronized via an evaluation node. In case of an ES, only one iteration is necessary. For each iteration, the GA selects the steps/flows from the population and evaluates the individuals via a provided fitness value. Hence, the selection node performs the genetic operators, such as initialization, mutation, crossover, replacement, and selection. An end of the GA-based search is determined by the number of iterations (generations). This requires a feedback-loop between the selection and evaluation nodes. Further stopping criteria can be included. Moreover, the initialization of the GA population can be used to realize a random (Monte Carlo) search. Hence, the population size corresponds to the number of random samples and the number of generations is set zero.

The step-oriented search is demonstrated via the FIR filter example presented before. The number of taps (#taps) of the FIR filter is #taps=16 and the word length w of each coefficient radix is defined in the range of 1 ≤ w ≤ 31 bits. Hence, 31^{16} input combinations motivate for solving the optimization problem via the GA search. Equation (1) defines the fitness (objective) function in terms of a minimization.

\[
\gamma \cdot \left( \frac{1}{#\text{taps}} \sum_{i=1}^{#\text{taps}} \frac{w_i}{w_{\text{max}}} \right) + (1 - \gamma) \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{e_{\text{abs}}^{\text{min}}}{e_{\text{abs}}} \right) \rightarrow \text{min}
\]

As mentioned before, Equation (1) needs to be implemented in the FIR filter simulation in order to provide a fitness value for the GA. The fitness function finds a tradeoff between the conflicting goals of a minimal word length of the coefficients and a minimal absolute error. The weight γ realizes a prioritization between both goals. The first term minimizes the word length \( w_i \) of the taps \( i \). In the example, the FIR filter requires 16 taps and coefficients, respectively. Then, \( w_{\text{max}} = 31 \) bits denotes the maximum word length configurable in the FIR filter step. In addition, the second term targets a minimization of the absolute error \( e_{\text{abs}} \). Referring to Figure 7, the error is calculated from comparing the filter output in case of quantized coefficients with a non-quantized reference generated via Matlab. Following, \( e_{\text{abs}}^{\text{min}} \) represents the minimum absolute error obtained from an FIR filter step by using the maximum word length \( w_{\text{max}} = 31 \) bits for all coefficients. Figure 11 shows the GA search results in terms of two convergence plots. In the following, the GA is used in order to find a minimum fitness value. The maximum absolute error is set to \( e_{\text{abs}}^{\text{max}} = 10^{-3} \) in the FIR filter step. In case the constraint is violated, the FIR filter simulation returns a very large fitness value indicating an invalid solution. In addition, the weight \( \gamma = 0.3 \) prioritizes the error minimization according to the error constraint introduced before. From the FIR filter results in Figure 8, it is known that an average bit width of \( \overline{w} = 15 \) reaches a good solution holding the given error constraint. The goal is to reduce the average bit width \( \overline{w} \) not violating the constraint. Hence, the bit width of the coefficients is varied in the interval \( 13 \leq w_i \leq 17 \). Furthermore, the GA parameters are set as follows: \( p\text{Size} = 50, m\text{Gen} = 100, m\text{Rate} = 0.1, c\text{Rate} = 0.8, \) and \( r\text{Rate} = 0.5 \). In Figure 11, the upper plot shows that the GA converges after 85 generations with a fitness value of 0.6231. Please note, the small decrease of the fitness value at 85 generations is not visible in the figure. From the lower plot in Figure 11, the according absolute error \( e_{\text{abs}} = 0.00081 \) and average bit width \( \overline{w} = 14.3125 \) bits can be obtained. Hence, the applied GA search has reduced \( \overline{w} \) by almost 5% compared to the result illustrated in Figure 8. In addition, the GA outperforms the average bit width \( \overline{w} \), obtained via a Monte Carlo simulation and holding the error constraint, by around 12%. The GA generated 332 different solutions and the DSE finishes after 72 seconds on an Intel Core 2 Duo L7500 with 1.6 GHz utilizing one core. This shows the efficiency of the GA compared to the \( 5^{16} \) solutions of an exhaustive search and a solution via Monte Carlo simulation. Nevertheless, an optimal solution can not be guaranteed due to the heuristic nature of a GA.

V MODELING DESIGN FLOWS

This section introduces a meta-model representing an abstract flow model [39]. Moreover, flow patterns are shown in terms of reusable flow structures. Given the meta-model and patterns, a derivation of a flow is illustrated based on the modified λ-chart model [8].
A. Meta-Model of Design Flows

A meta-model has been developed in order to provide a minimal set of generic modeling elements necessary to build a flow. The meta-model is described via a UML class diagram, seen in Figure 12. It represents a fundamental or kernel of the language design and implementation presented in the Section VI. The language elements relate to the meta classes. The Element class contains Properties and Transitions from/to elements. A transition between two elements is used to model a unidirectional dependency and a property represents an input, output, or further information added to an element. The transition also models a relationship between two flows. Moreover, both Flow and Node inherit from the element class. The assignment of elements to a view is realized via a property class. Moreover, a flow may include many nodes. Flows may have a nested structure consisting of many flows. This allows to reduce model complexity and to improve the reuse of available flows. Finally, a node represents an executable element, such as step, loop and branch nodes. Loop and branch nodes are further used to describe an algorithmic ordering of flows and steps, as introduced in Section B.

B. Design Flow Patterns

In addition to the meta-model described before, a derivation of recurring structures of flows allows to determine further modeling elements necessary for a systematic construction of flows. The flow patterns, illustrated in Figure 13, are a key enabler of the language design and implementation presented in Section VI. In principle, the patterns describe a parallel, iterative and conditional execution of flows. Pattern (a) models a data dependency between two steps. Hence, the subsequent step is fed with inputs produced by its predecessor. An example is that a scheduling step produces application mappings further being analyzed by a validation step. Moreover, a control dependency models decision making in a flow as seen in pattern (b). It shows a conditional statement deciding for one of two steps depending on the output of a previous step. An example is that only one of the two configurations of a scheduling step will be selected based on the output of a provisioning step. Moreover, pattern (c) describes a divide and conquer approach aiming at a recursive break down of a problem into sub-problems. A possible realization would be that a flow contains several sub-flows representing the sub-problems. In pattern (d), a parallel execution of many steps and the synchronization of the results are described. An example would be to execute the same step with different configurations multiple times in parallel and choosing the best output as input of a subsequent step. Moreover, pattern (e) and pattern (f) consider iterations in a flow. In pattern (e), a step is executed until an end condition reaches. For example, a step increments a parameter in order to find a suitable parameter value. Pattern (f) shows an iterative execution based on a feedback from a subsequent step. The information may allow for changing the selected inputs in order to improve a step result.
C. Domain-Specific Design Flow

In a previous work [8], the authors introduced the λ-chart, which represents a model of design abstraction and exploration. It addresses an ESL design of MPSoCs and future many-core SoCs at an early stage. The motivation was to provide the designer with a flow model allowing for a clear definition of the steps and a separation of the important system functions. Therefore, an administration view was included in order to highlight the rising importance of management functions in embedded systems. The model further allows to combine the different steps of a flow. In the following, the λ-chart has been slightly modified in order to focus more on the design and exploration of the system resources, as illustrated in Figure 14. In addition, the term administration has been replaced by a more management-centric point of view. Hence, the λ-chart defines three views allowing to separate the orthogonal system functions. A resource management view considers tasks for planning, assignment, monitoring, and control. Instead, a computation resources view relates to the code execution. Moreover, a data logistic resources view addresses a design of data storage and data exchange between components. Furthermore, the concentric bands underline the five steps of a unified process. The modeling and partitioning step describes a starting point in order to build the representations of the system structure and behavior. Partitioning focuses on the parallelization of applications. Following, provisioning means to select the type and number of components and behavior necessary to fulfill the purpose of the intended system. In scheduling, a temporal planning of the computation, data logistics and management is applied. This includes both the application and architectural components, such as determining an execution sequence, power-aware planning, monitoring, etc. Moreover, the allocation step focuses on spatial planning, such as placement and packaging of components, and application binding. Finally, validation proves whether the system fulfills a previously defined purpose. The authors refer to [8] for a more detailed explanation.

The λ-chart follows the meta-model presented in Section A. That means, a step is derived from the node element and a flow is a sequence of steps connected via transitions. Moreover, a view is modeled via the property element. An example of a flow, depicted in Figure 15, demonstrates the derivation of a flow from the λ-chart. Three steps, limited to the computation resources view, have been chosen. The combination of the steps and a connection via transitions build the flow. The block diagram in Figure 15 shows an equivalent representation of the flow. In addition, control primitives, such as a branch node (if-then-else, switch-case) and loop node (for/while), are inserted in a flow enabling a parallel, iterative and conditional execution of the flow. This allows to realize the flow patterns presented before. In Section IV, the DODF approach was introduced, giving the designer a methodology to select appropriate flows, views, steps, etc. The control structure is build via an algorithmic order of the steps. Figure 16 details the instantiation from the Element, Transition and Property classes defined in the meta-model. Figure 16 (left) shows
VI ESL DESIGN AUTOMATION

A comprehensive list of academic and commercial EDA environments for ESL design can be found in [2]. Modern environments address DSE but with the limitation to a proprietary implementation for a specific design problem, such as optimization of the application mapping. Recent research introduces generic infrastructures turning away from ad-hoc software [6, 7]. Nevertheless, the complexity of flows for future embedded systems is not yet considered. The large number of flows, steps, inputs and outputs requires a more systematic development. In addition, commercial EDA systems allow for a flexible and efficient implementation of flows via scripting languages. The major drawback of academic and commercial EDA systems is that no systematic development, management and optimization of flows is supported. The user is either dependent on a proprietary implementation or has to develop a representation of a flow by oneself. This paper presents two programming languages [39] addressing these problems and supporting all aspects of our DODF approach. Therefore, the user is supported in developing, managing, and optimizing a flow. This includes flexible and efficient realization of DSE strategy in the flow via little program code. First of all, a visual programming language is introduced. This language has been evolved to a textual programming language, called class. The step also includes properties, such as the number of rows in a NoC. Hence, the properties are used as input parameters of a step.
design flow language (DFL). A tool flow, enabling DFL, is presented afterwards.

A. Visual Programming of Flows

A visual programming of flows has been implemented via a graphical prototype based on Microsoft Visio by the authors [1]. It realizes the concepts introduced in the Sections IV and V. The implementation allows to instantiate steps and flows via drag-and-drop and copy functions using the λ-chart model. The graphical user interface (GUI) corresponds to the visualization in Figure 16 (left). The construction of a flow from the GUI has been realized via the visual basic for applications (VBA) programming language by detecting the dependencies between the steps and reading the properties of the steps. The prototype includes an import/export function in order to load and store the flows based on a predefined XML-format. The definition of the XML-format is explained via a simple flow, illustrated in Listing 1. The flow corresponds to the Figure 16 (left). The XML-file is read by an interpreter program implemented in C++. The interpreter allows for a sequential and parallel execution of the steps. Referring to Listing 1, the flow and node tags follow the meta-model presented in Section A. The step and loop nodes are connected via transitions and include many properties. Moreover, the loop node requires a loop/exit body and an exit condition in order to traverse the flow iteratively. In a property value, expressions and system functions are used to read and modify variables, directories, and files during a step execution.

Referring to Listing 1, the step “My Allocation” (lines 3-10) and the step “My Validation” (lines 11-14) are created. Therein, several properties are defined, such as Step, View, etc. Moreover, the Rows property (line 6) is initialized to three. Together with the Arguments (line 7), Rows will be used as input of the IPCoreMapping tool (line 8). Moreover, the loop node (lines 16-21) defines several expressions in order to increment the Rows property (line 18), to check for the exit condition (line 19), and to define an action after the exit (line 20). Finally, the flow is constructed by connecting the steps via transitions (lines 22-24).

Nevertheless, the XML-format makes it inconvenient to program multiple expressions, nested conditions, nested loops, and feedback loops. In addition, a reuse of flows and steps is not supported. The limitations motivated for an evolution towards the DFL representing an efficient and flexible programming language.

B. Design Flow Language (DFL)

DFL is specially targeted to a development, management and optimization of flows including the necessary control and automation capabilities. Moreover, design space exploration (DSE) is directly considered in the language design and implementation. The requirements and structure of DFL are shortly introduced in the following. A simple flow example illustrates the use of the language. For more details on the language, the authors refer to [39].

Language Requirements

The purpose of DFL is to make the design of future embedded systems more flexibly and efficiently via a systematic development of flows. This includes management and optimization capabilities. The requirements are summarized in the following. A clean syntax increases the user’s productivity. Program commands for the construction of flows are necessary. As in modern programming languages, control structure and program modularization enable more complex applications. Moreover, an acceleration of flows via parallelization.
should be realized. The use of DSE techniques within a step or flow will allow to find an optimal or feasible solution in design spaces with different complexity. Further requirements relate to the EDA tools and design data accessible via DFL. An executable file or library needs to be assigned to a step. Moreover, design data should be accessible via data structures, files, and data base operations. In addition, some kind of inter-process communication serves as interface between the EDA tools. Finally, non-functional requirements address an access to other programming languages. Moreover, data analysis and debugging support will be beneficial in a flow development.

Language Structure

The DFL is an imperative (procedural) programming language read by an interpreter program. The interpreter controls an execution of the steps defined in a flow. The syntax is derived from the C/C++ programming language widely known in HW/SW programming. The Flow, Step, Property and Transition classes, defined in the meta-model and introduced in Section A, have been integrated in the language design and implementation. Modularization is realized via subroutines and an #include statement. Basic data types (bool, int, double, string) and complex data types (vector, Flow, Step) are available. DFL is further a structural programming language supporting a full set of control primitives, such as for, while, if-then-else and switch-case. The language includes a limited number of keywords and various input/output names are reserved for the step and flow. DFL additionally supports typical arithmetic operators, logical operators, and vector indexing. Moreover, commands are case sensitive and single statements must be ended with a semicolon.

A Simple Design Flow in DFL

In the Listing 2, a simple flow is described in DFL illustrating its structure. The program accomplishes an execution of two dependent steps in a flow, which corresponds to Figure 16 (left). Lines 2-8 relate to the configuration of an allocation step. This includes an assignment of an executable file, called alloc.exe, to the step (line 3). The executable requires arguments (line 6) and an input (line 7) in order to solve the IP core mapping problem (line 4). In addition, the View parameter corresponds to the λ-chart in Figure 16. Since the step allows for several input combinations, here indicated via the rows vector (line 7), it is configured for a parallel execution (lines 10-13). A space vector contains the variables defining the input combinations (lines 10-11). The input parameter HPCJob (line 13) configures an available high performance cluster (HPC) environment for a parallel execution of the steps. Then, a validation step (lines 15-16) is instantiated. Further assignments to the step are left out for simplification. Finally, the flow is constructed (lines 19-22) and executed (line 24). The steps need to be added to the flow (line 20) and the execution order is determined via the connect function (line 21). Line 22 saves the flow description in the visualization of compiler graph (VCG) format [44] allowing to check the flow structure.

Listing 2. Simple design flow in DFL.

DFL Tool Flow

In the following, the tool flow for the DFL is presented. As typical for modern programming languages, it is separated into frontend, middle-end, and backend. Figure 17 illustrates the tool flow. The frontend includes a scanner and parser to validate the DFL syntax. The scanner splits the DFL source code into tokens by recognizing lexical patterns in the text. GNU Flex [45] has been used to generate the scanner (lexical analyzer). Then, the parser applies syntax-rule matching. The parser has been generated using GNU Bison [46]. From the parsing results, an abstract syntax tree and a statement list are derived. In addition, a symbol table holds information about the program. The statement list and symbol table allow to interpret and optimize the program code.
as done in the middle-end. The interpreter is responsible for type checking, type erasure (conversion), and expression evaluation.

As mentioned before, the interpreter supports an export of the flow structure in the VCG format [44] in order to visualize the graph. Moreover, the explorer includes an exhaustive, random and heuristic search allowing to explore design spaces with different complexity. Finally, the backend provides functionality executing a DFL program on a single computer or HPC. After a step execution, according design and validation data will be available for a further analysis. The next stage is to merge DFL and model/method design into an integrated development environment (IDE), presented in [39]. Therein, the design methods and simulation models are implemented via a native language, such as C/C++, in order to fulfill the critical performance requirements. The aim is to compile an executable or library and assign it directly to a DFL step in one IDE realizing a seamless development. Then, the flow can be executed, tested, and optimized in the IDE. The DFL implementation includes a full set of language features. Open topics relate to the implementation of performance analysis functions, plotting functions, and database access. Furthermore, a future DFL revision needs to address name spacing avoiding naming conflicts.

VII DESIGN FLOW CASE STUDY

This section demonstrates the concept of an executable flow and the DODF approach under realistic conditions. The case study targets an ESL design of the heterogeneous multicluster architecture, as introduced by the authors in [1]. The multicluster architecture represents a promising candidate for future embedded many-core SoCs [12]. The outline of this section is as follows: First, a description of the application and architecture model forms the basis of the underlying simulation models. Next, an according sequence of flows is introduced showing a separation of the addressed design problems. This allows to solve the complex problems more flexibly and more efficiently as compared to a proprietary and fully integrated design flow. Due to a lack of space, only the dimensioning of the multicluster architecture is selected for a more detailed explanation in terms of a design methodology, flow description, and the experimental results.

A. Application and Architecture Model

The models consider functionalities of the three views defined in the modified J-chart, seen in Figure 14. The application model includes multiple, concurrently running applications and threads, respectively. A thread is represented by a high-level task graph and it sequentially executes tasks. Threads are only synchronized before or after execution. Then, a task is an atomic kernel exclusively executing on an intellectual property (IP) core, e.g., processing element (PE), memory (MEM) interface, control processor (CP) interface, etc. Tasks produce and consume chunks of data accessed via shared memory. Side effects are excluded by preventing access to external data during computation.

As shown in Figure 18, the architecture model is a heterogeneous set of multiprocessor system-on-chips (MPSoCs) and clusters, respectively. The management unit (MU) represents an application processor and includes a load balancer aiming at equally distributing thread load amongst the clusters. Moreover, an MPSoC contains heterogeneous types and numbers of IP cores. In the model, each MPSoC contains a network-on-chip (NoC) connecting the IP cores. Moreover, each cluster includes a CP responsible for dynamically scheduling arriving tasks to the available IP cores. The CPs are directly connected to the MU. The heterogeneous multicluster architecture, seen in Figure 18, includes a regular 2D mesh NoC. Each tile contains a router and \( \lambda \) modules (IP cores). A module can be an MEM, CP, or PE, such as general purpose processor (GPP), digital signal processor (DSP), application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC), etc.

B. Sequence of Design Flows

This case study is composed of five flows using different design methods and system models. Figure 19 illustrates a sequence of the flows. Further flows can be added, such a memory optimization. The heteroge-
neous multicluster architecture implies a wide diversity in terms of structural, behavioral (functional) and physical parameters. DFL programs have been developed for the flows. Therein, the view and step definitions follow the modified λ-chart model. Referring to Figure 19, this case study addresses input parameters of the design method, structural design, behavioral design, and physical design. In the following, the flows are shortly introduced and a DFL program for the sequence of flows is presented. The rest of this section will focus on the multicluster dimensioning.

- **Parameter Tuning** aims at finding the best tool parameters for a GA solving the IP core mapping problem [47];

- **Multicluster Dimensioning** creates a heterogeneous multicluster architecture by distributing the anticipated application load among clusters and solving the optimization problem via a genetic algorithm (GA) and mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) formulation [48];

- **IP Core Mapping** places IP cores in an 1-ary n-mesh NoC constrained by the number of modules at each router. The optimization problem is solved via a GA and MILP formulation [47];

- **NoC Arbitration and Multicluster Load Balancing** aim at finding suitable behavioral schemes from a selection based on simulation results. **NoC Arbitration** compares a locally fair with a globally fair arbitration scheme [49]. In addition, flit-based and packet-based switching are considered. **Multicluster Load Balancing** compares different estimators of cluster load, such as response time and queue size, used in the load balancing scheme of an MU.

In the following, a DFL program for the sequence of the flows is presented. The flows Parameter Tuning and Multicluster Load Balancing are used as examples. The source code of parameter_tuning.dfl, shown in Listing 4 in the appendix, gives a deep insight into a flow developed in DFL. Referring to Listing 3 (lines 2-3), the #include directive allows to insert predefined DFL source code as mentioned in the previous section. The variables tun and bal are declared in one include file and they represent the predefined flows of the Parameter Tuning and Multicluster Load Balancing. After the #include, an execution sequence is scheduled by inserting an identifier for each flow in the vector flow_order (lines 5-9). Thereafter, the vector is iterated (lines 11-42) and a switch-case statement (lines 17-38) lists the available flow choices. If a flow matches a case statement, it is executed and a status message is displayed (lines 40-41). The example further includes two specific inputs and vectors, respectively (line 15). The elements of each vector are used for a DSE purpose, such as searching for the best configuration. The DSE is declared in the steps. The input arch_in represents a set of available architecture configurations. The elements in the vector are used as parameter values for the tun step (line 21) and the bal step (line 28). In addition, the vector config includes different configurations of the simulation setup for the bal step in order to select a suitable load balancing scheme (line 28). The sequence of flows can be further extended in terms of additional flows, inputs, and commands.

### C. Multicluster Dimensioning

Given a set of target applications, the Multicluster Dimensioning flow realizes a provisioning of resources in the heterogeneous multicluster architecture [48]. The aim is to generate an appropriate distribution of the applications onto the clusters containing different types and numbers of PEs. The E3S Benchmark Suite [50] is...
used as basis of the applied application scenario. E3S is largely based on data from the Embedded Microprocessor Benchmark Consortium [51]. The included task graphs describe periodic applications. The 20 applications range from automotive, industrial, telecommunication, networking to general-purpose applications. An application scenario is built from the concurrently running task graphs.

An overview of the methodology is illustrated in Figure 20. Besides optimization of the multicluster architecture, the flow applies further methods, such as estimation, (architecture) refinement, simulation, and validation. Referring to Figure 20, the first step is to extract a parallelism value matrix $\Phi$ via parallelism analysis, introduced by the authors in [48]. The matrix is used as input for the optimization via a GA and MILP formulation. Given the optimized cluster configurations, the selected IP cores are used to generate an multicluster architecture. Then, the dynamic mapping of an application onto the refined architecture is simulated. Each task of an application is dynamically mapped onto an IP core at runtime assuming a point-to-point communication protocol between the directly connected IP cores. Each task is executable on at least one IP core of the refined architecture ensuring schedulability. Moreover, a task execution is prioritized based on its deadline. Afterwards, the mapping results are validated by an average thread response time quantifying the system performance. Response time defines the time from the request of a thread until its end including a possible network delay.

A compact flow description, seen in Figure 21, is realized via the modified $\lambda$-chart. The flow focuses on a suitable computation infrastructure for the heterogeneous multicluster architecture. Hence, DSE is limited to the computation resources view. The modeling and partitioning step serves as a starting point without any further purpose. In the provisioning step, a target application and the available IP cores are used to generate the heterogeneous multicluster architecture. As mentioned before, the optimization problem is solved via a GA and MILP formulation. The subsequent scheduling step performs an application mapping via simulation. An according simulation model performs both a temporal and spatial mapping of the tasks to the available PEs dynamically at runtime. The results are analyzed in the validation step. Referring to Figure 21, a loop node increments a maximum allowed number of PEs in a cluster ($PES_{\text{max}}$). For the simulations, the value range of the input constraint is set to $3 \leq PES_{\text{max}} \leq 7$.

In the literature, to the best knowledge of the authors, multicluster dimensioning was not yet applied for the E3S Benchmark Suite [50]. In order to compare the...
results, a single-cluster configuration with nine PEs is provided as reference in Figure 22. It has also been generated with the Multicluster Dimensioning flow. Application mapping onto the single-cluster architecture results in over 40% thread cancellation. Then, using the thread response time as a metric would be meaningless, hence the total amount of PEs is considered as a reference.

Figure 22. Single-cluster reference for the Multicluster Dimensioning flow.

Figure 23 shows the validation results in terms of a total number of clusters/PEs and (average) thread response time. The latter includes the impact of the dynamic scheduling scheme. The GA has been used to solve the multicluster dimensioning problem. All values have been normalized to the largest occurring value. The selection of a suitable solution bases on a tradeoff between the conflicting goals of a minimum number of resources and a minimum thread response time. In the figure, $\#\text{PEs}_{\text{max}} = 7$ (red arrow) is selected as the best tradeoff. Its application mappings did not produce aborted threads. It includes a minimum number of clusters of three and PEs of eleven. As mentioned before, each cluster contains a CP further increasing the number of resources in the system. In the result, the number of clusters and PEs do not change for the larger $\#\text{PEs}_{\text{max}}$ values. But due to its heuristic nature, the GA produced the best solution in terms of a thread response time for $\#\text{PEs}_{\text{max}} = 7$. The resulting configuration, depicted in Figure 24, represents a heterogeneous multicluster solution since all clusters are heterogeneous in terms of PE types (depicted by different shades of grey). In the Figure 24, it is shown that the PEs of the PE types AMD K6-2E+ and IBM PowerPC are marginally used. The both GPPs are able to execute most of the tasks in the benchmark. The remaining PEs are well utilized using the anticipated application load based on the average parallelism values. The configuration shows improvement potential in the cluster C2. A solution would be to exclude the IBM PowerPC from the mapping option table in order to reduce the number of PEs in the cluster by one PE. This requires that the PE can be replaced and no additional PE is necessary to perform the tasks assigned to the IBM PowerPC. Hence, the total number of PEs decreases to ten.

Figure 23. Normalized results of the Multicluster Dimensioning flow.

Figure 24. Best multicluster configuration of the Multicluster Dimensioning flow.

VIII CONCLUSION AND OPEN TOPICS

The large number of inputs and steps in the flows for future embedded systems necessitates the development of a systematic design of design flow (DODF) approach. Then, the concept of an executable flow allows for executing steps in the same way instructions of a program are processed. Both contributions of this paper are exemplified via a functional exploration of an FIR filter. Afterwards, the modeling principles of flows are explained. The idea of abstracting the flows and a corresponding derivation of a domain-specific flow are focused. The concepts are the motivation for a visual and textual design flow language. The design automation allows for a development, management, and optimization of flows.
Design space exploration is directly considered in the language design and implementation. Finally, a case study demonstrates a realistic ESL design of the heterogeneous multicluster architecture. The five flows are arranged in a sequence of flows. Each flow outputs experimental results representing suitable solutions for the individual design problems.

In the rest of this paper, a discussion outlines the future work. An open topic relates to the further development of DFL towards additional language features, such as name spacing, profiling, etc., allowing for more complex applications. In addition, the language should provide advanced access and functions to analyze the design data. It would be beneficial to support more DSE techniques, such as simulated annealing, hill climbing, etc. In addition, the flow-based search is an open topic. The implementation of DFL comprises a full set of language features opposed to the visual language, which requires several adjustments, such a support of sub-flows in a flow. In future, the design flow development should be extended towards a high-level synthesis for embedded systems.

VIII APPENDIX: DFL FLOW EXAMPLE

The appendix illustrates the DFL source code for the Parameter Tuning flow through Listing 4.
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Listing 3. DFL source code for the flow sequence in the case study prototype.

```c
/** INCLUDE PREDEFINED FLOWS AND STEPS ****/
#include "parameter_tuning.dfl"
#include "multicluster_load_balancing.dfl"

/** SEQUENCE IDENTIFIER DEFINITION ****/
int S_TUN = 1; int S_BAL = 2;

/** DEFINE THE SEQUENCE OF FLOWS ****/
vector<int> flow_order;
flow_order.push_back(S_TUN);
flow_order.push_back(S_BAL);

/** RUN CONFIGURED FLOWS ****/
for (int i = 0; i < flow_order.size(); ++i) {
    string description;
    Flow eslDesignFlow;
    /** DEFINITION OF FLOW SPECIFIC PARAMETERS ****/
    vector<string> arch_in, config;
    /** SELECT FLOW CONFIGURATION ****/
    switch (flow_order.at(i)) {
    case S_TUN:
        {
        description = "Parameter Tuning";
        arch_in.push_back("lambda_tun/archs/*.xml");
        eslDesignFlow = tun;
        
        } break;
    case S_BAL:
        {
        description = "Multicluster Load Balancing";
        arch_in = getFilenames("lambda_bal/archs/*.xml");
        config = getFilenames("lambda_bal/configs/*.xml");
        eslDesignFlow = bal;
        
        } break;
    default:
        {
        println("Unknown Flow Choice: " + flow_order.at(i));
        continue;
        
        }
    } break;
}

/** EXECUTE SELECTED FLOW ****/
println(description + " is running ... ");
execute(eslDesignFlow);
```

Listing 4. DFL source code for the Parameter Tuning flow.

```c
/** ALLOCATION STEP *****/
Step alloc = Step("Allocation");
vector<string> views;
views.push_back("Computation Resources");
views.push_back("Data Logistic Resources");
views.push_back("Resource Management");
alloc.add("View", views);
alloc.add("Execution", "Allocation");
alloc.add("-tool", "IPCoreMapping");
alloc.add("-app", "lambda_tun\apps\state\stage.xml -config lambda_tun\dfConfigNoC.xml -
arch_inlambda_tun\arch_gen.xml -
arch_dir_out lambda_tun\archs -
mappings_in lambda_tun\mappings_ideal.xml");

string alloc_config_param = "-app_in
lambdabal\apps\state\step.xml -config
lambdabal\dfConfigNoC.xml -
arch_inlambdabal\arch_gen.xml -
arch_dir_out lambdabal\archs -
mappings_in lambdabal\mappings_ideal.xml";

string alloc_static_param = "-AffinityWeight 0.5 -star_size 2 -rows 3 -columns 3 -r 1 -s 50";
alloc.add("Argument", alloc_config_param +
alloc_static_param);

/** INPUT PARAMETER SPACE *****/
vector<int> ngen = [1000:10000:1000];
vector<int> popsize = [50:200:50];
vector<int> pcross = [0.2:0.4:0.2];
vector<string> space;
   space.push_back("ngen");
   space.push_back("popsize");
   space.push_back("pcross");
alloc.add("Space", "space");
alloc.add("Strategy", "ES");
/** PARALLEL EXECUTION ****/
string parallel = "true";
alloc.add("HPCJob", parallel);
alloc.add("workDirectory", "\\\server\hpc");
alloc.add("MaxCores", 15);
alloc.add("scheduler", "entmhpcc3");

/** VALIDATION STEP *****/
Step val = Step("Computation_Validation");
val.add("View", "Computation_Resources");
val.add("Execution", "Validation");
val.add("-tool", "Evaluation");
val.add("Objective", "min");
val.add("Metric", "GAFitnessScore");
string val_config_param = "-mappings_dir_in
lambda_tun\maps -eval_out lambda_tun\
eval_mappings.xml";
val.add("Argument", val_config_param);
/** FLOW CONSTRUCTION *****/
Flow tun = Flow("Parameter Tuning");
tun.add(alloc);
tun.add(val);
connect(alloc, val);

/** FLOW VISUALIZATION *****/
tun.save("vcg", "parameter_tuning.vcg");
```